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Abstract

Background Residual impingement resulting from insuf-

ficient resection of bone during the index femoroplasty is the

most-common reason for revision surgery in patients with

cam-type femoroacetabular impingement (FAI). Develop-

ment of surgical resection guidelines therefore could reduce

the number of patients with persistent pain and reduced

ROM after femoroplasty.

Questions/purposes We asked whether removal of sub-

chondral cortical bone in the region of the lesion in patients

with cam FAI could restore femoral anatomy to that of

screened control subjects. To evaluate this, we analyzed

shape models between: (1) native cam and screened control

femurs to observe the location of the cam lesion and

establish baseline shape differences between groups, and

(2) cam femurs with simulated resections and screened
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control femurs to evaluate the sufficiency of subchondral

cortical bone thickness to guide resection depth.

Methods Three-dimensional (3-D) reconstructions of the

inner and outer cortical bone boundaries of the proximal

femur were generated by segmenting CT images from 45

control subjects (29 males; 15 living subjects, 30 cadavers)

with normal radiographic findings and 28 nonconsecutive

patients (26 males) with a diagnosis of cam FAI based on

radiographic measurements and clinical examinations.

Correspondence particles were placed on each femur and

statistical shape modeling (SSM) was used to create mean

shapes for each cohort. The geometric difference between

the mean shape of the patients with cam FAI and that of the

screened controls was used to define a consistent region

representing the cam lesion. Subchondral cortical bone in

this region was removed from the 3-D reconstructions of

each cam femur to create a simulated resection. SSM was

repeated to determine if the resection produced femoral

anatomy that better resembled that of control subjects.

Correspondence particle locations were used to generate

mean femur shapes and evaluate shape differences using

principal component analysis.

Results In the region of the cam lesion, themedian distance

between themean native camand control femurswas 1.8mm

(range, 1.0–2.7 mm). This difference was reduced to 0.2 mm

(range, �0.2 to 0.9 mm) after resection, with some areas of

overresection anteriorly and underresection superiorly. In

the region of resection for each subject, the distance from

each correspondence particle to the mean control shape was

greater for the cam femurs than the screened control femurs

(1.8 mm, [range, 1.1–2.9 mm] and 0.0 mm [range,�0.2–0.1

mm], respectively; p\0.031). After resection, the distance

was not different between the resected cam and control

femurs (0.3 mm; range, �0.2–1.0; p[0.473).

Conclusions Removal of subchondral cortical bone in the

region of resection reduced the deviation between the mean

resected cam and control femurs to within a millimeter,

which resulted in no difference in shape between patients

with cam FAI and control subjects. Collectively, our results

support the use of the subchondral cortical-cancellous bone

margin as a visual intraoperative guide to limit resection

depth in the correction of cam FAI.

Clinical Relevance Use of the subchondral cortical-cancel-

lous boneboundarymayprovide amethod to guide the depth of

resection during arthroscopic surgery, which can be observed

intraoperatively without advanced tooling, or imaging.

Introduction

One challenging aspect of hip arthroscopy is properly con-

touring the lesion in patients with cam femoroacetabular

impingement (FAI) [25]. One of the most-common reasons

for revision arthroscopy is underresection (68%–90% of

revision arthroscopy procedures) [2, 23]. Although less

common, overresection also has been noted as a cause of

iatrogenic femoral neck fracture, loss of the normal joint

suction seal, or loss of congruency (0.05%–1.9% of arthro-

scopies) [9, 10, 30]. Careful assessment of the resection

during surgery may minimize complications. Intraopera-

tively, fluoroscopy attempts to recreate clinical radiographic

views that show the area of the cam lesion before, during, and

after resection [4, 16, 17, 27]. Arthroscopic views provide

qualitative assessment, including confirmation that ROM is

improved by the resection [21, 27]. However, there is no

standard approach to evaluate arthroscopic images to

determine the extent to which the resection has normalized

femoral anatomy.

Experimental and computational techniques have been

used to develop resection depth guidelines [18, 19, 24, 29].

For example, an experimental cadaver study showed that

resections less than 30% of femoral head-neck diameter

were safe in terms of avoiding fracture [19]. The primary

limitation to that study and similar research in this area is

that guidelines were based on results from cadaveric

femurs from a normal population or generalized models of

anatomy [24, 29]. A more-recent study used an ovine

model of cam FAI and found that resections of up to 9 mm

reduced the failure load by nearly 20%, but even the bones

that underwent the largest resections failed at loads higher

than those expected during daily activities [18]. Bone

density and cortical thickness are elevated in the region of

the cam lesion in patients with FAI, which suggests that the

femoral neck in cam FAI femurs is stronger compared with

that in control subjects [1, 26].

We have found that the margin between subchondral

cortical bone and underlying cancellous bone, as observed

radiographically and arthroscopically, provides a straight-

forward method to guide the depth of the resection during

femoroplasty (Fig. 1). However, the extent to which a

resection based on this boundary improves proximal

femoral anatomy in patients with cam FAI has not been

quantified. A major impediment to evaluation of the effi-

cacy of this or any resection guideline is the difficulty in

quantifying the baseline anatomic shape of the normal hip.

Statistical shape modeling (SSM) offers the ability to

objectively assess true, three-dimensional (3-D) anatomic

variation across a population or between selected groups

[3, 11]. By analyzing 3-D reconstructions generated from

volumetric medical images, SSM reduces the bias and

subjectivity that may occur when quantifying femoral

anatomy using radiographs or single image slices of vol-

umetric data.

Using 3-D CT reconstructions and SSM, we asked

whether removal of subchondral cortical bone in the region
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of the lesion in patients with cam FAI could restore femoral

anatomy to that of screened control subjects. To evaluate

this, we analyzed shape models for: (1) native cam and

screened control femurs to observe the location of the cam

lesion and establish baseline shape differences between

groups, and (2) cam femurs with simulated resections and

screened control femurs to evaluate the sufficiency of

subchondral cortical bone thickness to guide resection

depth. We hypothesized that resection of subchondral

cortical bone in the region of the cam lesion would yield

femoral anatomy that was not different from that of control

femurs.

Patients and Methods

Two groups were defined for this study: screened controls

and patients with symptomatic cam FAI. All subjects had

been part of a previous SSM study [1] and were selected

based on diagnosis and imaging availability from a cohort

recruited for previous institutional review board-approved

studies between 2005 and 2012; living subjects and

cadavers were considered for the control cohort. Patients

with cam FAI (n = 28) represented a convenience sample

of nonconsecutive patients recruited solely for research

purposes between February 2005 and January 2009 (n =

15) and January 2011 and January 2012 (n = 13). All

patients had positive radiographic and clinical examination

findings, including restricted ROM and pain elicited by the

impingement examination, as assessed by an orthopaedic

surgeon (CLP) with more than 15 years of experience

treating FAI. Living subjects and cadavers were recruited

for the control group to increase sample size. Living con-

trols (n = 20) were recruited via word-of-mouth for a study

conducted between April 2008 and July 2010; cadavers (n

= 59) had undergone previous imaging for basic science

studies. All potential controls (ie, living subjects and

cadavers) were screened for radiographic evidence of cam

FAI, using a digitally reconstructed radiograph of the frog-

leg lateral position generated from CT images (see below)

[12]. The a angle was measured by a member of the study

team with 10 years of medical imaging experience (AEA).

Fig. 1A–F A female patient with cam FAI was treated with

femoroplasty using the sclerotic subchondral cortical bone thickness

as a guide for resection depth. (A) Her preoperative frog-leg lateral

radiograph shows the sclerotic region of the cam lesion (arrow).

Intraoperative arthroscopic views from a 70� scope through the

anterolateral portal show (B) the sclerotic region, (C) the initial

resection trough where the depth was based on the sclerotic

subchondral cortical bone thickness, (D) continuation of the resection

based on trough depth and patient anatomy, and (E) the completed

resection. (F) The patient’s postoperative frog-leg lateral radiograph

shows where the sclerotic region has been removed (arrow).
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Femurs with an a angle greater than 60� were excluded

(n = 34) [5], leaving 45 screened controls (n = 15 living

subjects, n = 30 cadavers). Demographics (ie, age, weight,

and BMI) did not differ between patients with cam FAI and

controls (Table 1).

CT images of the proximal femur of all subjects were

acquired using a SOMATOM Definition1 128 CT scanner

(Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) (15 control subjects, 15

patients with cam FAI), HiSpeed1 CTi Single Slice Heli-

cal CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) (30

control cadaver femurs), or LightSpeed1 VCT1 scanner

(GE Healthcare) (13 patients with cam FAI). Images were

acquired at 100 to 120 kVp, 512 9 512 acquisition matrix,

0.625 to 1.0 mm slice thickness, 0.9 to 1.0 pitch, and 100 to

200 mAs with variable fields of view. Three-dimensional

CT images were used to segment and reconstruct surfaces

of the inner and outer cortex of the proximal femur

(Fig. 2A) [1, 11].

The cam lesion was identified by first performing shape

analysis between the native cam and control femurs

(Fig. 2B), as described previously [1]. Correspondence

particles, which serve as the basis to determine shape

variation, were placed on the outer femoral cortex of the 28

cam FAI and 45 control femurs. Next, mean shapes were

generated to represent the proximal femur of native cam

and control subject populations. These mean shapes served

as the basis for identification of the region of resection,

specifically the distance between the mean surfaces was

calculated to identify the difference in outer topology of

the mean femurs between the native cam and control

populations (Fig. 2C, left). The region of simulated

resection then was defined as the region of the femoral

head-neck junction where the outer topology of the mean

native cam femur varied from that of the mean control

femur by greater than 1 mm (Fig. 2C). Use of this 1-mm

threshold on the mean cam shape provided a region that

was thought to be an appropriate representation of the cam

lesion, as assessed by a hip arthroscopist with 9 years of

experience treating FAI (SKA). This region covered the

femoral head-neck junction well, but limited the resection

such that it did not extend past the junction between the

neck and greater trochanter. To simulate a resection on

each femur surface, the region identified on the mean cam

shape was then mapped back onto each of the cam femur

surfaces. In this region, the surface of the outer cortex was

projected onto the surface of the inner cortex in

MATLAB1 Version 7.10 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)

(Fig. 2D, right). The simulated resections were smoothed

locally to remove edge effects using 3-matic Version 10.0

(Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).

The extent (ie, areal coverage) of the resection was

described using a set of angles from the center of the

femoral head relative to each of the three anatomic axes.

This was accomplished by mapping the areal coverage of

the region of resection onto each of the three anatomic

planes of the femur in MATLAB1. Resection volume and

surface area then were quantified in 3-matic.

SSM for the analysis of shape variation after the simu-

lated resection followed a similar protocol as that described

previously for native femurs [1]. First, correspondence

particles were placed for the entire population, including

the native cam, resected cam, and control femurs (Fig. 2E),

and used to generate mean shapes for each of these groups.

From this analysis, the difference in shape between the

mean native cam and resected cam shapes and the mean

control shape was measured by calculating the distance

between surfaces. Although SSM used input shapes from

three separate groups, only two groups were evaluated

simultaneously such that either native cam or resected cam

populations were compared with the control population

(Fig. 2F). To ensure the optimization of correspondence

particles across shapes and consistent interpretation of

shape variation, the native cam, resected cam, and screened

control femurs were all included in this second analysis.

The spatial locations of correspondence particles can be

used to describe the shape of each femur and the shape

variation across a population, overall and specific to any

region of interest. In the region of resection of each subject,

the spatial location of each correspondence particle was

compared with that of the same correspondence particle on

the mean control shape. The distances were evaluated for

each correspondence particle to identify shape variability

over the region between cohorts.

Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted on

the correspondence particle locations from SSM to deter-

mine shape variation associated with cam FAI and to

evaluate the sufficiency of resection. PCA provides a

method to reduce high-dimensional data (ie,

Table 1. Summary of subject cohort demographics presented as median (range)

Cohort Male/female Age (years) Weight (kg) BMI (kg/m2)

Patients with cam FAI (n = 28) 26/2 23 (16–47) 81 (52–107) 25 (19–33)

Screened controls (n = 45) 29/16 28 (15–55) 81 (49–117) 24 (16–39)

p Value 0.152 0.496 0.901

FAI femoroacetabular impingement.
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correspondence particle locations) into fewer modes of

variation, which best describe the variance in the data set.

The results of PCA indicate modes of shape variation equal

to the number of input shapes, with the first mode capturing

the largest variance and each subsequent mode capturing

less of the population variance than the previous mode.

From PCA, each shape was represented by loading values

for each of the modes describing shape variation (eg, similar

to how a cylinder can be described using values of height

and radius). Herein, PCA loading values were statistically

evaluated to determine modes of variation which repre-

sented distinct shape variation between the native cam or

resected cam and control groups.

Subject demographics, descriptive data regarding the

resection (ie, depth and size), and distances between sub-

ject and mean correspondence particles in the region of

resection were evaluated for normality using Shapiro’s

rank-sum test. Group differences of these metrics were

evaluated using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test or Student’s t-

test based on the results of the normality evaluation. The

nonspurious modes of variation from PCA were deter-

mined by analysis against random noise using a technique

termed parallel analysis [8]. From these, overall group

differences were evaluated using Hotelling’s T-squared test

[14], which is a multivariate generalization of Student’s t-

test that provides an overall analysis of group differences

Fig. 2A–F The flowchart is

shown for the computational

protocol, which used statistical

shape modeling (SSM) to objec-

tively evaluate whether resection

of the subchondral bone of the

cam lesion restored anatomy to

that of a screened control popu-

lation. (A) Three-dimensional

(3-D) models of the inner and

outer cortex were created from

CT images. (B) Correspondence
particles were placed on the 3-D

surfaces of each subject. (C) The
morphologic difference in the

mean cam and mean control

shape was identified by SSM;

this difference established the

region where subchondral bone

should be removed. (D) This

region then was applied to 3-D

models of each patient with cam

femoroacetabular impingement

(FAI) to generate a simulated

resection. (E) SSM was again

applied to control subject

femurs, native cam femurs, and

resected cam femurs. (F) Shape
variation was determined

through comparison of corre-

spondence particles and mean

shapes of the native cam and

resected cam femurs with the

control femurs.
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from the PCA loading values. Student’s t-test then was

used to determine the modes of variation that included

distinct shape variations between groups. Significance was

set at a probability less than 0.05 for all tests and Finner’s

method was used to control for multiple comparisons [7]. It

was not possible to evaluate differences between mean

shapes using statistical tests, as a single mean shape rep-

resents each cohort. Accordingly, the surface distance

between the two mean shapes (ie, native cam to control,

resected cam to control) was quantified and plotted using a

color map. For consistency, all data were presented as

median (range). All statistical analyses were completed

using R� Version 3.1.2 (R Foundation for Statistical

Computing, Vienna, Austria) [22].

Results

Morphometrics of Native Cam Femurs

Before resection, the mean group shape for the native cam

femur was 1.8 (range, 1.0–2.7) mm larger (Fig. 3) in the

region identified for simulated resection (Fig. 2C). This

region extended from �1� to 70� from lateral to antero-

lateral in the axial plane (Fig. 4A), 57� to 149� from

superolateral to inferolateral in the coronal plane (Fig. 4B),

and �1� to 136� from superior to anteroinferior in the

sagittal plane (Fig. 4C) on the mean cam shape. In addition

to the shape variation over the head-neck junction, the

shape difference between the mean native cam and mean

control femurs showed variation over the entire proximal

femur (Fig. 3). Qualitatively, the medial border of the

femoral head did not extend as far medially in patients with

cam FAI and the shape of the proximal greater trochanter

had more curvature medially in the axial plane, which is

consistent with a previous analysis [11].

The first 10 PCA modes included 87% of the overall

shape variation and were found to be nonspurious from

parallel analysis. Together, the loading values from these

10 modes identified differences in overall shape between

the native cam and control populations as determined from

Hotelling’s T-squared test (p\0.001). Of these 10 modes,

four (Modes 1, 5, 6, and 8) described distinct shape dif-

ferences between the two populations as identified by the

results of the Student’s t-test comparing loading values

between groups (p = 0.024, 0.021, 0.023, and \ 0.001,

respectively) (Fig. 5). These modes accounted for 31.3%,

4.8%, 3.9%, and 2.4% of the overall shape variation,

respectively. Qualitatively, Mode 1 described overall

variation in AP and mediolateral widths, Modes 5 and 6

described variations in the anterosuperior head-neck junc-

tion and height and curvature changes of the greater

trochanter, and Mode 8 described variations of the poste-

rior greater trochanter and mediolateral width of the

femoral head.

In the region of the identified cam lesion of each subject,

the distance between each correspondence particle and the

same mean control shape correspondence particle was

greater for the cohort of native cam femurs than for the

cohort of control femurs of the mean distance for each

correspondence particle (median, 1.8 mm [range, 1.1–2.9

Fig. 3 An anterior view is shown of the quantitative comparison

between the mean control shape and the mean native cam shape. The

surface distance was mapped on the mean control shape. The shape

variation over the surface to be resected, outlined with a dashed white

line, had a maximum deviation between shapes of 2.7 mm.

Fig. 4A–C The region of resection shown on the mean native cam

shape was determined based on overall shape variation between

patients with cam FAI and screened control subjects. The region was

located primarily in the anterolateral head-neck junction, spanning

71�, 93�, and 138� in the (A) axial, (B) coronal, and (C) sagittal

planes, respectively. The angle was measured clockwise from lateral

in the superior view and from superior in the anterior and lateral

views. The greater trochanter has been removed in the sagittal view to

better observe the extent of the resection.
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mm] versus 0.0 mm [range, �0.2 to 0.1 mm], p\ 0.031).

Although, the difference in correspondence particle dis-

tances was expected, it provided statistical evidence that

there was a lesion present in the hips with symptomatic

cam FAI.

Morphometrics of Resected Cam Femurs

For the simulated resection on the cohort of cam femurs,

removal of subchondral cortical bone in the region of the

cam lesion resulted in maximum resection depths with a

median of 3.5 mm (range, 1.8–7.7 mm), resected volumes

of 1552 mm3 (range, 881–3348 mm3), and resected surface

areas of 1034 mm2 (range, 686–1246 mm2). After

resection, the difference between the mean resected cam

shape and the mean control shape was reduced to 0.2 mm

(range, �0.2–0.9 mm) in the region of resection. Analysis

of the mean resected cam and control shapes indicated the

maximum overresection occurred anteriorly and the max-

imum underresection superiorly (Fig. 6).

The first 10 PCA modes, which included 87% of the

overall shape variation, were found to be nonspurious and

together identified differences in overall shape between the

resected cam and control populations (p\0.001). Of these

10 modes, only one (Mode 8) described a distinct shape

difference between the two populations (p = 0.004) and

accounted for 2.3% of the overall shape variation. The

variation captured in Mode 8 was similar to Mode 8 de-

scribed between the native cam and control femurs

(Fig. 5).

In the region of the resection, distances to the set of

mean control correspondence particle locations were not

different between the resected cam femurs and the control

femurs (median, 0.3 mm [range, �0.2–1.0 mm] versus 0.0

mm [range, �0.2 to 0.1 mm], p [ 0.473). This lack of

difference indicated that resection of subchondral cortical

bone resulted in anatomy similar to that of control subjects

in the region of resection.

Discussion

In the treatment of cam FAI, overresection of a cam lesion

may predispose the hip to femoral neck fracture or loss of

the normal hip suction seal, while underresection is asso-

ciated with persistent impingement-related symptoms.

Assessment of proper resection depth intraoperatively can

be challenging, especially for the inexperienced hip

arthroscopist. We theorized that removal of subchondral

cortical bone alone in the region of the cam lesion would

yield femoral anatomy that was not different from control

femurs. To evaluate this, we analyzed shape models

between: (1) native cam and screened control femurs to

observe the location of the cam lesion and establish base-

line shape differences between groups, and (2) cam femurs

with simulated resections and screened control femurs to

evaluate the sufficiency of subchondral cortical bone

thickness to guide resection depth. We found that removal

of subchondral cortical bone reduced the deviation between

resected cam and control femurs to less than a millimeter in

the region of resection. In addition, the shape variation was

eliminated over the region of the resection, as evidenced by

the reduction in distance between the correspondence

particles of the resected cam femurs and the mean control

femur. Finally, PCA indicated that the number of modes

representing distinct shape differences between groups was

reduced from four to one after resection. Thus, collectively,

Fig. 5 Outlines of the two-dimensional projections of the femur

surfaces from a superior view represent the variation associated with

plus (magenta) and minus (blue) two SDs of the four principal

component analysis modes which represent shape differences

between the native cam and control populations.

Fig. 6 An anterior view is shown of the quantitative comparison

between the mean control shape and the resected cam shape. The

surface distance was mapped on the mean control shape. The shape

variation over the surface of resection, outlined with a dashed white

line, showed 0.9 mm underresection superiorly and 0.2 mm overre-

section anteriorly.
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our results support the use of the subchondral cortical-

cancellous bone margin as a visual, intraoperative guide for

resection depth in the correction of cam FAI. Fortunately,

this boundary provides real-time feedback as it is clearly

visible without additional operative tooling or imaging

(Fig. 1). However, the cortical-cancellous boundary only

provides a guide to limit resection depth; the surgeon still

must identify the areal extent of the cam lesion based on

his or her clinical knowledge and expertise.

Our study does have some limitations. First, our defini-

tion of the region of resection was based on a 1-mm

threshold on the shape difference between mean shape of

native cam and control femurs. We implemented this

approach to aid in the automatic definition of a resection

region for each patient with cam FAI, which reduced sub-

jectivity and bias in this regard. However, the 1-mm

threshold used to outline the simulated resection was based

only on qualitative inspection of what was deemed to be an

appropriate resection boundary on the mean cam femur

shape. Use of this standardized region may have misiden-

tified the anterosuperior location or over- or underestimated

the true areal coverage of the cam lesion on a subject-

specific basis, but it still represented the average region of

the cam lesion for our population. Clinically, the discretion

of the surgeon is required to identify the areal extent based

on subject-specific morphologic features. Second, although

we have been implementing this technique in our surgical

practice, we have yet to quantify the accuracy of resection

in terms of removing only cortical bone, and we have yet to

determine how resections based on this guideline affect

fracture strength, kinematic function, and patient-reported

outcomes. Third, the study populations included subjects

who were screened radiographically based on a angles. We

chose to use the frog-leg view because it has been shown to

capture lesions in patients with cam FAI [12], but we

acknowledge that it is possible that control subjects could

have had cam lesions visible on other views. Fourth, the

cam population was predominantly male and therefore we

advocate for caution when using the cortical-cancellous

boundary as a resection guideline when treating female

patients. However, our previous analysis of cortical thick-

ness found no differences in cortical thickness between

male and female control subjects, suggesting that this

guideline may be applicable for both sexes [1]. Fifth, the

clinical history of cadaver femurs used as controls was not

available; it is possible these individuals had hip pain.

However, we excluded all femurs with evidence of cam

FAI. Finally, it is unclear if normalization of anatomy

defines the ideal resection for patients with cam FAI; slight

overcorrection may be preferred by surgeons to reduce the

likelihood of impingement.

Previous studies have evaluated the shape of the cam

lesion and cortical thickness in patients with cam FAI

[1, 11, 13, 15]. Our results agree with previous shape

analyses of the outer cortex. Specifically, a previous SSM

study found maximum deviation between mean cam and

control shapes to be 3.3 mm in the anterolateral head-neck

junction, which is in good agreement with our data [11].

Another study mapped the femoral head-neck offset in

reference to the radius of the femoral head for cam FAI and

control subjects; results showed that the lateral and anterior

quadrants were larger for the patients when compared with

the control subjects, similar to our findings [15]. Although

not quantitatively comparable as a result of normalization

to the diameter of the femoral head, the group differences

found herein are qualitatively comparable. Harris et al. [13]

fit the femoral head of patients with cam FAI to idealized

shapes (spheres and conchoids) and found maximum

deviations from a sphere of (mean ± SD) 5.0 ± 0.4 mm for

patients and 2.4 ± 0.3 mm for control subjects and from a

conchoid of 4.1 ± 0.4 mm for patients and 1.8 ± 0.3 mm

for control subjects. Our measurements of maximum

deviation of the control subjects and patients with cam FAI

from the mean shape were slightly less than data reported

by Harris et al. [13]. We suspect this is because normal

femora are not spherical, and thus, deviations to an ideal-

ized geometry would be expected to be higher.

Removal of the subchondral cortical bone tended to

yield a 3-D shape that underresected the cam lesion supe-

riorly and overresected anteriorly. These errors can be

partially attributed to our definition of a single region of

resection which was superimposed on each subject femur,

as any errors in identifying the proper region of resection

may result in under- or overresection. Superiorly, sub-

chondral cortical bone may have diminutive thickness

compared with the anterior region of the femoral head, and

thus removal of cortical bone over a standardized region

based on a 1-mm threshold may not normalize femoral

head anatomy given the variability in location of the cam

lesion [28]. Collectively, these regional results indicate that

when using the cortical-cancellous bone boundary as a

surgical guideline, it is important not only to evaluate the

specific 3-D morphologic features using intraoperative

techniques (ie, full ROM arthroscopic views and fluoro-

scopic recreations of radiographic views) [4, 16, 17, 27],

but also to consider the effects of varied cortical thickness

when resecting the cam lesion. Still, the amount of

underresection superiorly and overresection anteriorly was

on the submillimeter level, which may be an improvement

on current methods given that computer navigation meth-

ods have an accuracy of ± 1.9 mm and have been shown to

be more precise than freehand techniques [6, 20]. Addi-

tionally, observation of the cortical-cancellous boundary

intraoperatively provides for real-time, subject-specific

feedback on resection depth without requiring additional

imaging or preoperative planning.
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Overall, simulated resection of subchondral cortical

bone provided an effective method to determine cam

resection depth for the population of cam femurs evaluated

herein. In particular, resection of subchondral cortical bone

to cortical-cancellous boundary yielded mean femoral

anatomy for patients with cam FAI that was within a

millimeter of the mean shape of control subjects without

FAI with no differences in anatomic shape over the region

of resection, with the numbers available. Nevertheless,

differences in overall shape (ie, sphericity of the femoral

head and shape of the greater trochanter) were still present

after resection, indicating that removal of subchondral

cortical bone over the cam lesion in patients with cam FAI

alone cannot restore the shape of the entire proximal femur.

The primary advantage of the proposed guideline is that the

resection depth can likely be verified by inspection of

arthroscopic images intraoperatively and thus does not

require advanced imaging or 3-D modeling to generate a

surgical plan. Future studies should establish the accuracy

of the surgeon’s resection in following this guideline and

should determine if normalization of anatomy through

resection of subchondral cortical bone alone improves

clinical outcomes after hip arthroscopy.
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